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	Create interactive and responsive audio-visual applications with SuperCollider


	Overview

	
		Master 2D computer-generated graphics and animation
	
		Perform complex encodings and audio/data analysis
	
		Implement intelligent generative audio-visual systems



	In Detail


	SuperCollider is an environment and programming language used by musicians, scientists, and artists who work with audio-files SuperCollider has built-in graphical features which are used in conjunction with the sound synthesis server to create audio-visual mapping and sound visualization. If you wish to create data visualizations by acquiring data from audio and visual sources, then this book is for you.


	Digital sound artists need to analyze, manipulate, map, and visualize data when working on a scientific or an artistic project. As an artist, this book, by means of its numerous code examples will provide you with the necessary knowledge of SuperCollider's practical applications, so that you can extract meaningful information from audio-files and master its visualization techniques. This book will help you to prototype and implement sophisticated visualizers, sonifiers, and complex mappings of your data.


	This book takes a closer look at SuperCollider features such as plotting and metering functionality to dispel the mysterious aura surrounding the more advanced mappings and animation strategies. This book also takes you through a number of examples that help you to create intelligent mapping and visualization systems. Throughout the course of the book, you will synthesize and optimize waveforms and spectra for scoping as well as extract information from an audio signal. The later sections of the book focus on advanced topics such as emulating physical forces, designing kinematic structures, and using neural networks to enable you to develop a visualization that has a natural motion with structures that respect anatomy and which come with an intelligent encoding mechanism. This book will teach you everything you need to work with intelligent audio-visual systems to extract and visualize audio-visual data.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Use the built-in plotting, scoping, and metering functionality
	
		Synthesize efficient waveforms and spectra
	
		Extract information from audio signals
	
		Implement sophisticated encodings using interpolation, logic, and neural networks
	
		Execute imaginative visualizers
	
		Instrument sophisticated audio-visual generative systems
	
		Finalize and organize complicated projects
	
		Acquire data from local or remote sources including third party software and hardware
	
		Design and animate complex visual structures such as fractals, particle systems, and kinematic creatures



	Approach


	This book is a standard guide with numerous code examples of practical applications. It will help you advance your skills in creating sophisticated visualizations while working with audio-visual systems.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is ideal for digital artists and sound artists who are familiar with SuperCollider and who wish to expand their technical and practical knowledge of mapping and visualization. It is assumed that you already have some experience with the SuperCollider programming language and are familiar with the fundamental audio synthesis techniques.
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Professional Visual Basic 6 Project ManagementWrox Press, 1999
Suitable for both the project manager and Visual Basic developer, Jake Sturm's Professional Visual Basic Project Management is a clear-eyed guide to enterprise-level project management using Visual Basic 6 and UML. It provides a digestible and intelligent mix of advice and design expertise that can bring your organization up to speed with...
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Houches Lectures: 1972, Black Holes (Les Houches Lectures : 1972 Lectures)Routledge, 1973
The story of the phenomenal transformation of general relativity within little more than a decade, from a quiet backwater of research, harboring a handful of theorists, to a booming outpost attracting increasing numbers of highly talented young people as well as heavy investment in experiments, is by now familiar. The amazing thing about this...
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Diagnostic InterviewingSpringer, 2019

	
		The first three editions of this book had Michel Hersen and Samuel M. Turner as its
	
		editors. After Sam’s untimely death, Michel invited me to join the team and we coedited the fourth edition together, which was published in 2010. Now that Michel
	
		has retired, I remain as the sole editor for this new fifth edition. That...
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Basic Statistics: Tales of DistributionsCengage Learning, 2007

	Learn statistical reasoning and problem solving from a best--selling author who uses a wealth of examples from the social and behavioral sciences,, education,, nursing/allied health,, and business fields----as well as examples from everyday life--to help you learn and understand.. Praised for his clear explanations,, Spatz shows you how to...
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Intersection: How Enterprise Design Bridges the Gap between Business, Technology, and PeopleMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Many organizations struggle with the dynamics and the complexity of today's social ecosystems that connect everyone and everything, everywhere and all the time. Facing challenges at the intersection of business models, technical developments, and human needs, modern enterprises must overcome the siloed thinking and isolated efforts of the...
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Global Gambling: Cultural Perspectives on Gambling Organizations (Routledge Advances in Criminology)Routledge, 2009
While most research has examined the legal, economic and psychological sides of gambling, this innovative collection offers a wide range of cultural perspectives on gambling organizations. Using both historical and present-day case studies from throughout the world, the authors seriously consider the rituals, symbols, the meanings, values,...
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